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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
This paper is devoted to the problem of the limit behavior of magneto- 
hydrodynamic flows past bodies at large Hartmann numbers M, mainly in 
the case where the applied magnetic field is not uniformly strong as M---f co. 
Several authors (see [l]-[6]) h ave studied this problem in the case of a 
uniform, strong, applied magnetic field, but our knowledge of the solution 
is still quite insufficient. The main feature of the problem is the undetermined 
character of the limit flow if the boundary and free layers are not known. 
By studying this perturbation problems with the techniques of functional 
analysis, it is possible to prove [6] that the limit problem has a unique 
solution in an appropriate Hilbert space; but the correspondence between the 
physical flows and the elements of this space is not one-to-one. Actually, 
the method furnishes a rigorous proof of some qualitative properties of the 
flows at large M, but does not provide a description of the limit flow. The 
situation is somewhat different if the applied magnetic field is not uniform; 
in particular, if the lines of force bind two points of the surface of the body; 
this is the case, for example, if the magnetic field is produced by a magnetic 
dipole lying in the body. By using the techniques of [6] (this paper is a 
continuation of [6]) and some elementary considerations about the boundary 
layers, it is possible to prove that in the region where the magnetic field tends 
to infinity, the velocity field tends to zero; then, for large M, there is a dead- 
water region around the body. This property is proved for two-dimensional 
nonstationary flows in Section 3. In the region far from the body, where the 
magnetic field is not strong, the standard techniques of matched asymptotic 
expansions for singular perturbation problems [7] furnish a well posed 
problem for the limit (“outer”) flow. This outer-limit flow is determinated 
by a boundary value problem with an equation having a singularity at the 
origin. We prove the existence and the uniqueness of a generalized solution 
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of this problem (Section 4). The inner and outer limit flows give the first uni- 
formly valid approximation (composite expansion) which have a paradoxical 
property; the flow does not depend on the shape and dimensions of the body. 
This flow gives an elementary (incompressible and two-dimensional) model 
of the flow of the solar wind around the Earth’s magnetosphere. 
There is another physical situation leading to singular equations of the same 
type as the preceeding one. Let us consider the magnetohydrodynamic flow 
past an infinitely small body bearing a magnetic dipole. Even if the intensity 
of the dipole is finite, the magnetic field tends to infinity near the body (located 
at the origin), and it is possible to study the flow with the no-slip (viscous) 
condition v = 0 at the origin. This situation is very different from the 
classical hydrodynamics one: it is well known that the limit hydrodynamic 
flow past an infinitely small body is the unperturbed flow, but in the magneto- 
hydrodynamic case, the influence of the (finite) magnetic dipole does not tend 
to zero and the no-slip condition makes sense at a point. For this problem, 
we prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution in the two-dimensional 
nonstationary case and the existence in the three-dimensional stationary case 
with axial symmetry (Section 6). In both cases, we prove that the flow is the 
limit of the flow past a body for which the size tends to zero. 
Throughout this paper we consider the case of small magnetic Reynolds 
number (R,), where the applied magnetic field is not modified by the flow: 
it is well known [8] that this approximation is sufficient for most physical 
applications. On the other hand, we study mostly the nonlinear viscous 
problem with arbitrary Reynolds number R. Some conclusions and comments 
are given in Section 7. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
2.1. Generalities 
Let us consider the magnetohydrodynamic incompressible viscous flow 
past a body C of boundary X in the two-dimensional nonsteady case 
(variables do not depend on the x,-coordinate and the velocity and magnetic 
field vectors lie on the xi , x2 plane, whereas the electric field vector is parallel 
to the xa axis). If the body is in nonuniform, translational motion starting 
from the rest, the magnetohydrodynamic approximation is consistent with 
axes fixed to the body (see [9, Section 131). In the small magnetic Reynolds 
number approximation (R, < l), the boundary value problem to solve is 
(see [8, p. 11-191 or [IO, p. 186-1881): 
+R( v*“)v=--Vp+Ma@+vhH)AH+Av, (2-l) 
v.v=o, (2.2) 
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v Im = e(t) k, , (2.3) 
vlac =o, (2.4) 
v It=0 = 0. V-5) 
Here v, p, H and E stand for the velocity, pressure, magnetic and electric 
fields, respectively. R and M are the Reynolds and Hartmann numbers. All 
quantities are dimensionless, and they depend on the variables t, xi , x2 . ki 
is the unit vector in the direction of the xi axis, and e(t) is a given smooth 
function of the time defining the motion of the body. The imposed magnetic 
field H is independent oft; we shall study two cases: (a) H is a constant vector; 
(b) H is the field f o a magnetic dipole located at the origin. 
Case (a) 
H = b = unit vector. (2.6) 
Case (b) 
H=V$; 
cos w 
*=,-9 (2.7) 
where r is the distance from the origin and w is the polar angle, the axis having 
the direction of the dipole axis. Physically, (a) is the case of an applied magnetic 
field when the magnetic permeabilities of the fluid and the body are the 
same, and(b) is either a magnet at the origin or the body is a circular uniformly 
magnetized cylinder (see [l 1, Section 791). As for the electric field, in the 
A, < 1 approximation, its curl is zero, and because of the two-dimension- 
ality, it is independent of x1 , x2 . The condition of zero electric courant at 
infinity gives (see [8] or [12]) 
E = - e(t) k, AH Im. (2.8) 
In particular, E vanishes in the case (b). 
It is known (see [9, 121, with the simplifications of the two-dimensional 
case) that the initial-boundary value problem (2.1)-(2.5) has a unique solution. 
Our aim is to study the limit behavior of this solution as the Hartmann 
number M tends to infinity, all the other parameters of the problem being 
constant. Physically this amounts to saying that the imposed magnetic field 
tends to infinity (but of course, the dimensionless field H(x, , x2) is inde- 
pendent of M). We introduce the new parameter m: 
m = M-1. 3 m -+ 0. (2.9) 
We introduce as in [9] or [ 141 the auxiliary vector a and the new unknown 
function u: 
a=k,+e; e lnelgh~~ = - h; e heighm = 0, 
v = O(t) a + u; div a = 0. 
(2.10) 
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Let us define some Hilbert spaces. The open domain exterior to the body C 
(which contains the origin) is denoted by G, and the set of all smooth, 
solenoidal vectors of compact supprot in Q, by J(G). We introduce on j(sZ) 
the three scalar products (2.1 I)-(2.13), and we denote by H(Q), A(G), B(O) 
the completion of J(G) for that scalar products, respectively. 
(u, V)H = s, u * v ax?; II u rtf = (UP uhf, (2.12) 
(u, V)A = J], [H2u - v - (H - u) (H * v)] dQ; II u ItI = (u, a, (2.13) 
(u, v)~ = s, 2 2 dQ; 
z 
II u IIf3 = (UP U)B - (2.14) 
It is easy to prove that (2.1 I)-(2.13) are scalar products on j(G). The only 
nonself evident condition to be checked is that Ij u JJA = 0 =S u = 0, in the 
case (b) (2.7) (for the case (a), see [6]). For, the vector field (2.7) is different 
from zero in all points of G, and the quantity under the integral sign in (2.12) 
is H2u,,v, (the index 7t is for the normal component to H); because of the 
smoothness of the vectors in J(0), if (1 u IIA = 0, u is everywhere parallel to 
H, and the current lines are the force lines of H (circles intersecting the 
boundary of C); the conditions of incompressibility (solenoidal vector) and 
vanishing velocity on X’ (compact support) show that u = 0. Q.E.D. 
As usual, the notation (2.1 l)-(2.13) will be used even for functions that do 
not belong to these spaces, but such that the integrals make sense. Moreover, 
the space of square summable functions of t defined in the open interval 
IO, T[ with values in A will be denoted by L2(]0, T[, A) (see [15] or [18]). 
Next, by multiplying the equations of the problem by appropriately 
chosen test functions, we obtain an integral formulation of the problem 
analogous to the principle of virtual powers of analytical mechanics which 
enables us to define generalized solutions of the problem (see [9] and [32]) 
and furnishes a basis to obtain a priori estimates of the solutions. 
If we multiply (2.1) by the test-function w E J(G), and we integrate over 
!S, by integrating by parts and using (2.2)-(2.5) as in [14] or [9], we obtain 
that 
(2.14) 
= [(E+vAH),H]*wdQ-mm2(v,w)B. s B 
In the case (a) (2.6), E and H are constant vectors, and E A H is a gradient; 
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because of the solenoidal character of w and the compactness of its support, 
by integrating by parts, we have 
i (E A W ,wdQ=O. (2.15) 
Jo . 
Of course, in the case (b) (2.7) b ecause of (2.8), E = 0. In any case, from 
(2.15) and (2.10), we have 
s 
[(E+vAH),HJ.wdQ= - (u, WL - e(t) (k, , WL - e(t) (e, w)~ . 
s2 
(2.16) 
Moreover, in the case (a) (2.6), because of the smoothness and compact 
support of w, (k, , w), = 0. In the case (b) (2.7) H vanishes at infinity as 
Y+, and 11 k, /IA is finite. Of course, 11 e IIA is finite, and the expression in the 
right hand part of (2.16) is a linear and bounded functional on A(Q), and by 
virtue of the Riesz theorem, there is a well determinated element of A, f, , 
such that we have 
s J(E +vAHLHl . w df2 = e(t) (fi , w)A - (u, w)~. (2.17) 
In the same way, by introducing (2.10) in the nonlinear term of (2.14), 
we get (2.18) where fi stands for another well determined element of H(G). 
The estimate (2.19) and the identities (2.20) are elementary. Then, (2.14) 
becomes (2.21). 
s 
R [(v . V) v] . w ds2 = I, [(u . V) u] - W di2 + e(t) L(U, W) f e(t)’ 6 t w>a , 
L(u, w) = L [(a * V) u] * w dQ + jQ [(u - V) a] . w dQ, (2.18) 
I qu, w)l < h(ll u IIB + II 11 IId II w IIH Y (2.19) 
(v, wb = h wh + e(t) (e, WL , 
(~‘W),=(~,w),+B’(t)(e,W)H, 
(2.20) 
~2~(~,w)8+m2Rj-$u~V)u]*wdQ 
+ ~2wm, W) + 4~, w)~ + +, wjA 
= mweyt) (e, w)~ - mwe(ty (f2 ,w)~ (2.21) 
- mw) (e, w)~ - e(t) (f, , WL . 
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The expression (2.21) f urnishes, as in [9] or [14J, the basis for giving a 
definition of generalized solution of the problem (2.1)-(2.5). This will be 
given later (Definition 2.2). We shall obtain a priori estimates of the solutions 
by taking w = u in (2.21). This is a formal calculation, which is known to 
be valid for the approximate solutions of the method of Galerkin, but remain 
to be established for the exact solutions. 
In that follows, the symbol C (resp. C(m)) stand for any constant (resp. 
any function of the parameter m). We shall consider solutions of (2.1)-(2.5) 
in the given finite interval of time IO, T[. 
2.2. The First a Priori Estimates 
By taking w = u in (2.21), the nonlinear term vanishes (integrating by 
parts), and because of (2.19) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 
d m2C II u IIH II u lb + m2C II u I6 + m2C II u IX + C II u IL + m2C II u lb . 
(2.22) 
Using the inequality I ab I < (a2 + b2)/2 in the appropriate products, we 
have (2.23) and by integrating with respect to t, bearing in mind the initial 
condition (2.5) and t < T, we find (2.24) 
m2R 
2 II u(t)lli + $ Lt II u II; dt + + 1 t II u II: dt 
0 
< mZC 0t II u II& dt + C. I 
(2.24) 
In particular, we have (2.25) and by the lemma of Gronwall[l3, Chapter 3, 
Lemma 2.31 we have the estimate (2.26), and by replacing it in (2.24) we 
have (2.27) and (2.28) 
II u(t)ll& < $ + C j-” II u II; 4 
0 
(2.25) 
II u(t)llif < $ ) (2.26) 
f 
T 
II u II; dt < C, (2.27) 
0 
s oT II u II; dt < 2. (2.28) 
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2.3. The Second a Priori Estimates 
The preceeding estimates (2.26)-(2.28) are sufficient to obtain a weak 
convergence of solutions as m + 0 (but not to prove the existence of solutions 
with fixed m; see [14] or [15]). Nevertheless, we want to have a convergence 
as strong as possible as m -+ 0; this will be useful for proving some properties 
of the boundary layers in Section 3.2. To do this, we shall use the techniques 
of [16], and in particular, the solution itself is to be taken as a test-function. 
This is the reason for studying strong solutions of the type of 0. A. 
Ladyzhenskaya [17] instead of weak solutions of the type discussed by Hopf 
[14, Section 6.61 or J. L. Lions [15]. To do this our only aim is to obtain 
smoothness properties of the solution for fixed m, and the constants in the 
estimates will be functions of m. As before, we perform formal calculations 
using the exact solution, but the rigorous proof should use the Galerkin 
approximations. If we differentiate (2.21) with respect to t and take w = u’ 
(prime is for Z/at), we have 
T -$- II II’ 11: + m2R l, [(u’ * V) u] . u‘ d.Q + ma /I u’ II: + II u’ IIf, 
= - m2R8(t)L(u’, u’) - m2RB’(t)L(u, u’) (2.29) 
- m2RB”(t) (e, u’)~ - 2m2f?(t) 0’(t) R(f, , u’)~ 
- mW(t) (e, u’)~ - V(t) (fr , u’)~ . 
We use again the inequality I 2ab 1 < aa + ba and the Cauchy-Schwarz 
and (2.19) inequalities to obtain (2.30). Bearing in mind the inequality (2.31) 
which holds for two-dimensional vectors of compact support in Ra (see 
[14, p. lo]) we can estimate the nonlinear terms (2.32), and (2.30) became 
(2.33). 
9 $ II u’ 11; + m2R In [(u’ . V) u] . u’ dsZ + $ /I u’ 11; + + /I u’ 11: 
d C(m) II 11’ Ilff + C(m) I/ u Iii + C(m) II u II?f + C(m), (2.30) 
I u4 dQ B II u II; II u Ilk , (2.31) n 
II n 
(2.32) 
G C(m) II u’ IG II ~1 Ilfi + (34 II u’ Ilff + C(m) II u ll”B (2.33) 
+ C(m) II u IIt + C(m). 
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If we integrate with respect to t and take into account that, by virtue of 
(2.21), 1) u’(0)llH is bounded, and (2.26)-(2.28) we have 
7 II u’(t>llk + $ s,’ II u’ II; dt + + lt II u’ II: dt 
G C(m) + C(m) 1’ (1 + II u Ilii) II u’ll:: dt. 
0 
(2.34) 
By using the lemma of Gronwall in the form of [13, Lemma 2.1, Chapter 41, 
we have (2.35). Because of (2.28) we get (2.36) and (2.34) gives the estimates 
(2.37) and (2.38). 
II Wll~ d C(m) exp Jo’ C(m) (1 + II 1~ II;) & (2.35) 
II u’(t)ll~ < m>, (2.36) 
s oT II u’ II: dt < ‘34, (2.37) 
s ,’ II u’ II; dt d C(m). 
2.4. Dejkitions of the Generalized Solutions 
The definition of a generalized solution of the problem (l.l)-(1.5) with 
fixed m is a little different from the one in [9] or [12], because we study strong 
solutions. If we consider in (2.21) the test function w dependent on t and we 
integrate, we get (2.39) 
u(0) = 0, 
+ m2 IoT B(t) RL(u, w) dt + m2 1’ o h W)B dt + s,’ b, W)A dt 
(2.39) 
=- m2R 1’ O’(t) (e, w)~ dt - m2R 1’ 02(t) (f2 , w)~ dt 
0 0 
- m2 ST e(t) (e, wlB dt - JT e(t) Vi ,wb dt. 
0 0 
DEFINITION 2.1. A vector field w will be said to be an admissible test 
function if it belongs to the completion for the norm (2.40) of the set of vectors 
which are finite sums of the form (2.41), wi E J(Q) and Ti(t) E P([O, T]). 
[JOT (II w II: + II w II; + II w It) dt]l”, 
*& wirliw 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
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DEFINITION 2.2. A vector field u will be said to be a generalized solution 
of the problem (l.l)-( 1.5) if u and u’ belong to the spaces L”(0, T; H), 
L2(0, T; A), L2(0, T; B) and it satisfies the integral condition (2.39) for any 
admissible vector w. 
By using the estimates (2.26)-(2.28) and (2.36)-(2.38) for the Galerkin 
approximations, it is very easy to prove the existence and uniqueness of the 
generalized solutions (see [ 141 or [ 171). 
In the next paragraph we shall prove that the solution tends, as m-+0, 
to the solution of a “limit problem.” We give here only the abstract formula- 
tion of this problem, and its physical meaning will be given in Section 3.2. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A vector field u is a generalized solution of the limit 
problem if u EL~(O, T; A(Q)) and it satisfies the integral condition 
j’ (u, w)~ dt = - 1’ e(t) (fi , w), dt (2.42) 
0 0 
for any test function w FL~(O, T; A(Q)). 
Because of the preceding considerations, the right side of (2.42) is a linear 
and bounded functional on L“-(O, T; A); the Riesz representation theorem 
shows that there is one and only one solution of the limit problem. Of 
course, the variable t plays only the role of a parameter: (2.42) is essentially 
an elliptic problem in the xi , x2 variables. 
THEOREM 2.1. Both the nonlinear problem for fixed m > 0 and the linear 
limit problem have one and only one solution (Definitions 2.2 and 2.3). 
3. THE LIMIT FLOW As M -+ 00. INNER LIMITS 
Next, we consider the generalized solution of the problem as a function 
of the parameter m (or M). In Section 3.1, we find the limit form as m --f 0 
of the integral identity satisfied by the generalized solution and the generalized 
limit solution. This limit solution is interpreted and studied in Section 3.2. 
Throughout this paragraph, we work in the independent variables xi , x2, t; 
the limit flow does not satisfy the conditions at infinity, and we shall need to 
introduce another limit process in the vicinity of infinity (Section 4) by using 
the techniques of matched asymptotic expansions [7]. This is the reason why 
we denote the straight forward limit m --f 0 “The inner limit.” 
3.1, The Limit Process 
In what follows, we write u, (or u if there is no ambiguity) for the solution 
of our problem with fixed m (Definition 2.2). By using the estimate (2.27), 
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and by virtue of the weak compactness of bounded, closed sets in Hilbert 
space, we see that from any sequence of solutions with m -+ 0, we can extract 
a subsequence which is weakly convergent in L*(O, T; A). We shall prove that 
the limit, u* is a solution of the limit problem; because of the uniqueness of 
its solution (Theorem 2.1), the whole sequence converges to the same 
limit u*. 
%~u* in L2(0, T; A) weak. (3-l) 
To prove u* is a solution of the limit problem, we take in (1.39) u = u, 
and a fixed test function w of the form (2.41), with wi E J(Q) and 
rlrw E m4 TD smooth functions of compact support. The limit process 
m -+ 0 is elementary for the linear terms. As an example, (3.2) follows from 
(3.1) and (3.4) f rom (2.26), (2.28) and (2.19). As for (3.5) we remark that 
(2.26) implies that (mu, , We),, has a limit in the sense of distributions on 
IO, T[; therefore its derivative sequence has a limit also (see [15]). Then, the 
following Lemma 3.1 is proved. 
I 
T 
o( 
u,,w)Adt-+ 
s T (u*, w)A dt, 0 
(3.2) 
1 Rm2 loT WWm 1 w) dt 1 G m2C loT (II urn IIH + II urn Ila) dt 
m2~(~,w)Hdt=m~~oT(m~,w,)~j(t)dt+0. (3.5) 
LEMMA 3.1. The weak limit u* of (3.1) satisjies the integral condition 
s 
oT (u*, w),, dt = - loT e(t) (f, , w)~ dt 
-R~li~Tm~~ 
(3.6) 
0 
n bn *v)u,,,] .wdtdca 
for any 
w = 1 Wi?dt); wi E _r(lca), rli E @IO, T[). 
Mite 
Next, we prove the following fundamental lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. In both cases (a) (2.6) and(b) (2.7), the limit in (3.6) is XYO. 
The proof of this Lemma, in the case (a) (2.6) is the same as that in [6]; 
we shall prove only the case (b) (2.7). Note that the magnetic field H in 
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(2.7) tends to zero only at infinity. Then, for any compact domain CC Q, 
there exists a constant 6 such that 
I/ u 11: = j-C H2u,2 dQ 3 6’ s, u,’ dl2, (3.7) 
where u, stands for the component of u orthogonal to H. Besides the Cartesian 
coordinates x1 , xa we shall consider orthogonal curvilinear coordinates yr , ya 
in which the coordinate-curves are the lines of force of the field H and their 
orthogonal trajectories, that is to say, the circumferences passing by the 
origin and tangent to the axis OX, or OX, . The value of the coordinate yr 
(resp. y2) for a circumference P, (resp. r,) of the first (resp. second) family 
will be the arc length of the circumference of radius one of the second (resp. 
first) family between the origin and the intersection with r, (resp. r,). The 
given domain 9, of the plane x i , x2 is mapped onto a bounded domain 52, 
of the plane yr , ya (interior to the rectangle 0 < yi < 2a, 0 < yz < 2~. 
The point at infinity of (X r , x2) is mapped on the point y1 = 7r, ye = r and 
is the only singularity of the one-to-one mapping Qn, o 52,. In particular, 
the mapping of the compact C, onto its image C, is one-to-one analytic 
and without singularities. 
Our aim is to transform (as in [6]) the expression under the symbol lim 
in (3.6) taking into account the incompressibility condition in order to elimi- 
nate the term containing twice the tangential component of u and to estimate 
it by using (2.27), (2.28) and (3.7). To do this, we perform calculations with 
the Galerkin approximations of u, (see [9] or [15]) but not with u, itself. 
In what follows, ui stands for the ith component of a Galerkin approximation 
Of% I either in the x or the y variables. Bearing in mind that w is a smooth 
fixed function of compact support C, , integrating by parts and passing to 
the y variables, gives 
u.%w & dt= = ax, k 2 
= ui”k%k dQ, , 
(3.8) 
where qik(y1 , yz) are given smooth functions defined on &, , of compact 
support C, . Let us consider the term i = k = 1 of the right side of (3.8). If 
UYI , YZ) and h4y1, YZ) are functions obtained from the relation (3.9), such 
that the incompressibility condition div u = 0 can be written in the form 
(3.10) we have (3.1 I), where @(yi , ya) is a primitive function of VII/ho2 in y, , 
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Generally speaking, @ will not be of compact support, but, because of the 
smoothness of ~rr/h,2 on its support C, , we can choose @ as a smooth bounded 
function defined in 9, , and equal to zero in a neighbourhood of the origin 
(of void intersection with C,). 
ds2 = hi* dy,2 + h,* dy*2, (3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Bearing in mind that ur is (as a Galerkin approximation) of compact sup- 
port in Sz, and (3.10), integration by parts gives 
= 2 1’s 
0 *, 
ulh2 & (u,h,) 0 d.Q, dt 
(3.12) 
= - 2 j-o=fQ, I+ (4) W4 0 + h&J b42hJ g/ d*v dt- 
2 
But the function @ is null in a neighbourhood of the origin, and the domain 
of integration in (3.12) is, in fact, the support of @ where h, , h, are regular 
functions, and we are in the region of analyticity of the one-to-one mapping 
(Yl,Y*)-(~l~ 2 x ). The a priori estimates (2.26), (2.28) and (2.38) which 
become analogous estimates in the (yr , y2) variables in this region enable 
us to write (3.12) for the exact solution u, as well as for the Galerkin approxi- 
mations (the limit process is the same as for the existence proof of solutions 
of the Navier-Stokes equations [14] or [15]. After the regular change of 
variables, the estimate (3.7) reduces to the form (3.13) then from (3.8), 
(3.12), (3.13) and (2.26)-(2.28) (which hold up to a change of the values of 
the constants in the new variables! on sup @) furnish (3.14) and (3.15). 
The fundamental Lemma 3.2 is proved. 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
+ (r,‘jo I uz I2 dQ, dt)l” + (JoTiag 1 $f I2 dQ, df)l”] 
1 m2R joTI, [(urn * .V)u,,,] .wdQdt 
< m2C [JOT II 11, II”, dt]“’ [2 (JOT II urn Ilk df)‘12 + (Jb’ II urn II: dt)“‘] 
$m2C(-&+~)~0. (3.15) 
From the Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we see that the limit function in (3.1) 
satisfies (2.42) for the test functions which are of the form described at the 
beginning of this paragraph. But such functions form a dense set inL2(0, T; A) 
[18], and the following theorem is proved. 
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Is s 
qzw,dQdt 
OR 2 I 
I ~2 I (I ~1 I + I ~2 I + 12 I) dQ dt / 
1 u2 I2 (tnv dt)l” * [o,‘s, ( ul I2 dQ, dt)li2 
THEOREM 3.1. The solution u, of the problem with jixed m > 0 (Defni- 
tion 2.2) converges, as m + 0, to the solution of the limit problem u* (DeJinition 
2.3) in the weak topology of L2(0, T; A(Q)). 
Next, we will prove a sharper convergence theorem. Let us write (2.39) 
for the solution u, for a fixed value of m and (2.42), taking in both expressions 
u, as test-function, which is possible by virtue of the definitions 2.2 and 
2.3; we have (3.16) 
&n(O) = 0, 
+j-oTgll u, ll”H dt + m2 ioT W> Wum 9 urn) dt + IoT II urn IIt dt 
+ m2 loT II urn Iii dt 
zzz- m2R s T p(t) (e, u& dt - maR Jr P(t) (fs , u,JH dt 0 0 
T - m2 I e(t) (e, u,b dt - 1’ e(t) (fl , U,)A 4 
(3.16) 
0 0 
I T (u*, u,& dt = - ,,’ e(t) (fr , u,)~ dt. 
(3.17) 
0 
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Using the estimates (2.26)-(2.28), we see that the terms in (3.16) con- 
taining e and fs tend to zero as m ---f 0; we shall note them with the symbol 
e(m). Now, we use a classical device of the theory of evolution equations [ 151. 
If instead of (2. IO) we make the change (3.18), we have, for u, , after dividing 
by exp(cYt), an expression analogous to (2.39) but with the factor exp(c&), 
[resp. exp(- at)] in th e nonlinear term (resp. in the terms independent of u) 
and a supplementary term of the form (3.19) on the left hand side. If 01 is 
chosen sufficiently large, by virtue of (2.19) we have the inequality (3.20). 
Of course, all the estimates hold up to a modification of the constants, for the 
modified equation (T is finite). Then, for the proof of the following Theorem 
3.2, without loss of generality, we can assume that (3.21) is true; (3.16) 
becomes (3.22). 
v = O(t) a + e%, (3.18) 
cm2R oT (u, w)a dt, s (3.19) 
(3.20) 
ma 1’ d(t) J=(u,n , u,J dt + F j’ II urn II; dt 2 0, 
0 0 
(3.21) 
~~II~~~)lI~+~Tllllrnll~~f+~~=II~mll:~~ 
0 0 
(3.22) 
- 
s = W) Vi , u,L dt + 4) < 0. 0 
Let us write the expression E (3.23). By using (3.22) and (3.17) we have 
(3.24), and by virtue of (3.1) E tends to zero. The following Theorem 3.2 is 
proved. 
E(m) = $- lo* 11 urn II! dt + lo* (II, - u*, u, - u*)” dt, (3.23) 
* 0 < E(m) < s O( 
u, - u*, - u*),, dt. (3.24) 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the conditions of Th. 3.1, u, + u* in the strong 
topology of L8(0, T; A(Q)). Moreover, 
m2 oT II urn It dt s 0, s (5.25) 
which improves (2.28). 
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3.2. Study of the Limit Problem 
Let us investigate the pattern of the flow associated with the limit problem 
(Definition 2.3). Of course, the time plays only the role of a parameter in 
(2.42); at each instant of time t the solution of (2.42) is the solution of the 
following “stationary limit problem.” 
DEFINITION 3.1. A solution of the “stationary limit problem” is an element 
u of the space A(S) such that 
(u, $A = - O(t) (fi 9 w),4 , VW E A(G). (3.26) 
In the limit flow, the initial condition (2.5) is lost (in fact, it is fulfilled 
because e(O) = 0, but in the more general case where instead of (2.7) we have 
an initial perturbation, it is lost, and there is a boundary layer phenomenon 
in the vicinity of t = 0); the motion of the body at any instant determines 
the solution at that instant. 
Nect, we prove that, in the case (b) (2.7), the limit flow is v = 0; all the 
fluid is at rest on the axis fixed to the body, To prove this, by virtue of (3.26), 
it suffices to prove that the vector a is an element of the space A(Q); if this 
is the case, u = - O(t) a is the solution of (3.26) by virtue of (2.17). Let us 
associate the stream function I/J to each solenoidal vector field u 
u,=-!t. a* ax, ’ u2=ax,. (3.27) 
If 4, is the stream function of a, let us construct the stream functions 
& = #,~(n + I) where r2 = xl2 + x22 and v(r) is a smooth function equal 
to one for r < 0 and to zero for Y > 1. The flows associated to (6, are equal to 
a for T < n and to zero for Y > n + 1. Moreover, the velocity vectors a,, 
are elements of j(Q), and for 11 < r < n + 1 they are of order tl as n -+ co. 
On the other hand, in this region the magnetic field (2.7) is of order n-2 and 
it is not difficult to prove that the sequence a, is a Cauchy sequence of A(Q) 
which converges to a. We have proved that the limit flow is v = 0. Of course, 
the convergence is not uniform over 52 as m -+ 0. If (o& is the component 
of v, normal to H, from Theorem 3.2, we have (in the case (b) (2.7)) 
From (3.28), if we consider a compact C independent of m, we see that 
(QJ, tends to zero in L2(C x IO, T[). Roughly speaking, we shall say that 
at finite distance the normal component of v, tends to zero. Then, for little 
values of m, the velocity vector at finite distances will be roughly parallel 
409/44/I-2 
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to the lines of force of H. But these lines are circumferences cutting the 
boundary of the body. Then, the vector v, must tend to zero at finite 
distances, unless there are boundary or free layers which violate the incom- 
pressibility condition. If such layers exist, in a narrow region of width 6 
(6 ---f 0 as m --f 0) there is a finite flux through the lines of force; the normal 
component of v, is of order 6-l and the integral in (3.28) is of order S?V2 
which tends to infinity as m 4 0, which is impossible. In other words, by 
virtue of our estimates, in our problem there are no “sink or source layers” 
of the type described in [19]. Then, at finite distances, the flow is at rest. 
Of course, for large distances from the body (which tend to infinity when 
m -+ 0) the fluid is not at rest. The limit we just studied is the “inner limit” 
of the theory of singular perturbations [7]. We have proved: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. In the case (b) (2.7) th e velocity vector tends to zero as 
M -+ CO (m + 0) on any bounded domain. For large values of M, the body is 
surrounded by a region of dead water which spreads to injkity as M -+ co. 
In the case (a) (2.6) the situation is much more complicated essentially 
because there are lines of force of H going from infinity to infinity. Because 
the problem is stationary (dependent on the parameter t), the stationary limit 
problem is just that studied in [6, Section 41. Let us recall that in this case, the 
correspondence between the physically reasonable flows and the elements of 
the space A(O) is not one-to-one; there are several physically different flows 
associated with an element of A(Q). In particular, the uniqueness of the solu- 
tion of the abstract limit problem (3.26) does not imply that the physical limit 
flow is determined. This is a well known property of this type of problems: 
see, for example, in the inviscid case, [20] and [21]. Nevertheless, by using 
Theorem 4 of [6] and an argument analogous to the preceeding one on the 
lack of “sink or source layers”, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. In the case (a) (2.6) (with aligned fields b = k,), the 
vertical component of v tends to zero as M -+ 00 (m -+ 0) on any bounded omain. 
The horizontal component ends to zero in any bounded domain of the region 
swept by the body in its motion. 
4. THE LIMIT FLOW AS M + 0~). OUTER LIMIT 
4.1. Outer Variables 
We see that the limit process of the preceding paragraph is only valid on 
bounded domains. Next we study the flow (only in the case (b) (2.7)) in the 
vicinity of infinity, out of the region of dead water of Proposition 3.1. We 
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shall use the techniques of [7]. To study the flow at large (dependent on Al) 
regions, we take the new independent variables defined by (4. l), wheref(ll1) is 
an indeterminated function. If the normal component (vector) to H of v is 
denoted by v, , (2.1) with (2.7) becomes (4.2) or, in the new variables, (4.3). 
xi =; +); f(M) a cc, m zzz Af-’ 
(4.1) 
p=&-p 
y2= y2 '1 + "25 p2 = Xl' + x22, 
m2R $ + m2R(v * ‘7) v = - Vp + m2Av - 9, 
r 
m2R $ + +$+) (v . V) v = izj + .&)“Av - f(;;J4p4. _____ (4.3) 
Because f(&f) + co as m + 0, the convective and viscosity terms are 
negligible in comparison to the others; the balance of the other terms (the 
pressure term will be eliminated in the generalized formulation) give (4.4). 
Then, the outer flow is given by the following initial boundary value problem 
(4.5)-(4.9); (4.5) is the limit equation of (4.3), (4.6), (4.7) and (4.9), the 
incompressibility, at infinity and initial conditions, and (4.8) is the matching 
condition (see [7, Sections 5-71) of the outer flow with the inner limit flow 
v = 0 (Proposition 3.1) 
f(M) = Lw2, (4.4) 
RE=-vp-- 
at P 4' 
v.v=o, (4.6) 
v loo = WV>, (4.7) 
v lo+ = 0, (4.8) 
v / t=() = 0. (4.9) 
We see that this outer limit problem is independent of the shape of the body; 
it is linear and does not contain partial derivatives in xi (unless for P, which 
will be eliminated in the generalized formulation). Moreover, the condition 
at the origin (4.8) replaces the classical condition on the surface of the body. 
We shall see that the singularity for p = 0 to the right of (4.5) enables us to 
satisfy the condition at origin. This situation is very different from the 
ordinary one for problems without singularities (see [22, Chapter 21 and 
[23, no. 31). 
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4.2. Stwiy of a Fun&ma1 Space 
In this paragraph D denotes the open domain filled by the fluid in the X, 
variables, that is the plane R2 without the origin. The functions belonging 
to J(Q) are then smooth solenoidal and of compact support in Q; they are 
null in neighborhoods of the origin and of infinity. We shall define the space 
D(Q), the completion of J(Q) in the scalar product 
(u, V)D = s, (u * v + $ u,v,) dQ, (4.10) 
where the index n again denotes the normal component to H. We shall prove 
that the elements of D(Q) satisfy certain conditions at infinity and at p = 0 
in a generalized sense that recalls the behavior at infinity of [14, no. 1.41 
or [24]. 
First, D(Q) CL2(R2) and then, if u E D(Q), it decays to zero at infinity 
in a generalized sense and it satisfies the incompressibility condition (4.6) 
in the sense of [14, no. 4.41. As for the condition (4.8) at the origin, let us 
remark that (4.11), that follows from u E D(Q) implies that, roughly, 
U, N po( 1) as p -+ 0. In fact, if there is an angular regular region with vertex 
at p = 0 and section e(p) where the function u, is of order p only, e(p) ‘v po( 1). 
Then, by neglecting these regions, we can say that u, tends to zero faster 
than p. 
1 
IS 
Pr 2 
+dp.pde < +co. 
D--o0 P 
(4.11) 
To study the tangential component nt to the lines of force of H, let us take 
two of these lines (circumferences passing through the origin); the distance 
between them is of order p2 and the flux is k (due to an eventual source 
term at the origin) plus the flux through the two adjacent lines of force, which 
is of order p20(1). Then, roughly, we have 
Ut = k + ~~41) 
P2 - 
(4.12) 
But this function must be square integral in the vicinity of origin (because 
of the first term to the right of (4.10)) and then in the region between two 
lines of force. This gives 
1 
I ( 
’ + P2’(p) 
P-0 Pa ) 
2 p2 dp < +oo 
> 
and this is only possible if k = 0. From (4.12) we have then ut -+ 0 as p + 0. 
Of course, this condition is again a generalized one. The tangential component 
may be different from zero in very narrow angular regions near the origin. 
We have the following. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. If u is an element of D(Q), in a generalized sense, it 
satisfies 
u Ia, = 0; u Ipa = 0; div u = 0. (4.13) 
4.3. The Outer Flow 
Now, it is elementary to obtain a theorem of existence and uniqueness for 
generalized solutions of the problem (4.5)-(4.9). By making again the change 
(4.5)-(4.9) becomes 
v = d(t) a + u, 
Rs+F=-VP-RRB’(t)a-B(t)>, 
v ‘U = 0; u Im = 0; u lp=o = 0; u ItsO = 0. (4.15) 
By multiplying by a test-function w E J(Q), taking into account that 
div w = 0 and that it is null in neighborhoods of 0 and infinity, we have 
(4.16) where the elements of D(L2) fi , fa are defined by (4.17). f1 and f2 
are well determinated because of the estimates (4.18) and (4.19) which follow 
from the fact that a is zero in the vicinity of the origin. 
R $ (u, wh, +s, uy dQ = V’(t) f-1 +60) fi ,wh , 
u(0) = 0 (4.16) 
(6 , wh = JQ - Ra * w dQ; (fs , w)~ = Jo - y dQ, (4.17) 
IS 
a.wdS2 = e.wdJ2 <CllwljH, (4.18) 
n I IS R I 
-+Q < Cllwll~. (4.19) 
Conversely if we have a sufficiently smooth vector u E D(Q) and satisfying 
(4.16) for any test function w E D(G), Proposition 4.1 enables us to prove that 
u is a solution of (4.5)-(4.9). Then, it is a routine matter to give a generalized 
formulation and an existence and uniqueness theorem for this problem 
(see [Is], Chapter Iv). 
DEFINITION 4.1. A generalized solution of the problem (4.5)-(4.9) is an 
element u of the space L*(- co, T; D(Q)), null for t < 0 and satisfying 
(4.16) (the initial condition being satisfied in the sense of distributions) for 
any test function w E D(Q). 
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THEOREM 4.1. The problem (4.5~(4.9) has a generalized solution and 
only one. 
This theorem gives a justification of the choice of the outer variables (4.1) 
and (4.4) for the study of the flow far from the body. We see that, as for 
the inner limit (Proposition 3.1) the outer one does not depend on the shape 
of the body. By constructing the first composite approximation (in the sense 
of matched asymptotic expansions, see [7, Section 5.101) uniformly valid in 
the domain filled by the fluid, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. In the case where the magnetic Jield is produced by a 
point magnet (case (b) (2.7)), in the first uniformly valid approximation as 
M + CO, the flow does not depend on the shape of the body; it is completely 
determinated by the intensity of the magnet. 
This paradoxial situation is not the only known one of this kind. The 
viscous hydrodynamic flow at slow Reynolds numbers in the two-dimensional 
case shows also the same character, because the first term of the inner 
expansion tends to zero with the Reynolds number (see [7, Section 8.71 and 
[25]). Other striking properties of flows independent on the shape of the 
body have been pointed out in 1261, [27], and [28]. 
5. INNER AND OUTER LIMITS FOR THE 
STEADY AXISYMMETRIC STOKES FLOW 
It is well known that axisymmetric magnetohydrodynamic flows are very 
similar to two-dimensional ones. Nevertheless, we are not able to improve 
the results of [6] to obtain a convergence theorem in the case of an axisym- 
metric non constant magnetic field H. But this can be made for the Stokes- 
linearized equations. The field of a point magnet with axis in the direction 
of the symmetry axis is given in spherical coordinates by (5.1). The Stokes 
stationary flow satisfies the boundary value problem (5.2) (5.3), where v, 
stands for the vector component of v normal to H. As in Section 3, we can 
prove Proposition 5.1. 
H, = f cos 8; HO = f sin 8, 
0=-~~+~~-~~4~0~2e~~~in~e~~, 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
v Im = 0; v Ij. = 0; v*v=o. (5.3) 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The problem (5.2), (5.3) has one generalized solution and 
only one. When M+ 03, the velocity vector tends to zero on any bounded 
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domain. For large values of M, the body is surrounded by a region of dead water 
which spreads to injnity as M-+ CO. 
Then, it is not difficult to study the outer limit flow for large distances 
from the body. But it is known [7, Section 8.41 that the Stokes approximation 
is not accurate for large distances. The following considerations of this 
paragraph have a merely mathematical character. Nevertheless, they will be 
used in Section 6 for the proof of a physical nonlinear problem. By taking 
outer variables defined by (5.4), the outer problem is (5.5) and (5.6). 
X. z r.M-112. 2 - 2 > p2 = x12 + x*2 + x32, (5.4) 
O=-VP+Av- 
4 ~05~ e + sin2 e 
P6 
vn 9 (5.5) 
V.v=O; v],=ki; v Ip=o = 0, (5.6) 
and this problem has a unique generalized solution in an appropriately 
chosen space, namely the completion E(Q) of the set of the smooth solenoidal 
and axisymmetric vectors which are null in the vicinity of the origin and 
in fmity 
b, v)E = jR3 ($2 4 ‘OS2 “,: sin2 e u, . Vn) &-Jo (5.7) 
k 
Proposition 4.1 holds for the space E. The viscosity term, with the inequal- 
ity (6) of [14, Chapter 11, substitute the nonstationary term in the space D(Q) 
of Section 4. In this space, the problem (5.5) and (5.6) has a generalized 
solution (which is a particular case for R = 0 of the one discussed in the 
next paragraph) and only one. All comments of Section 4.3 hold in this case. 
6. THE FLOW PAST ON INFINITELY SMALL MAGNET 
6.1. Heuristic Remarks 
The outer problem (4.5)-(4.9) and (5.2) and (5.3) are somewhat linearized 
problems of magnetohydrodynamics in the whole space with a “point boundary 
condition” at the origin. The singularity of H for p = 0 enables us to solve 
such unusual boundary value problems, which are well posed. This suggest 
that if we have a point magnet in an “infinitely small body” surrounded by a 
viscous fluid, there should be a flow which is well determined by the magnetic 
forces and the no-slip condition v = 0 at the point-body. This situation is 
very different from the hydrodynamic one, where a point body has no 
influence on the flow of the fluid (either viscous or not), and it is due to the 
influence of the magnet (which is not infinitely weak). Namely, the stricking 
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feature of this phenomenon is that the influence of the magnet is not merely 
a Lorentz force but also a modification of the boundary conditions for v. We 
can say that under the influence of a magnet, the boundary layer of an infi- 
nitely small body spreads out to become finite. In fact, we shall prove 
(Sections 6.2 and 6.3) that the viscous flow past a point magnet with zero 
velocity at the point bearing the magnet exists, and that it is the limit of the 
flow past a body whose size tends to zero. The limit process is very simple, 
and recalls that of [29, Chapter 31 or [30]. 
Let us remark that we consider the problem with very small magnetic 
Reynolds number Rm . If the body is a point, there is no natural characteristic 
length to construct it. In such a case, we can take as characteristic length 
v/v (v = kinetic viscosity, v characteristic velocity), which amounts to taking 
the classical Reynolds number R equal to unity. Then, the hypothesis 
R, < 1 means that R, <R, which is satisfied in practice, for example, for 
mercury RJR N 10-T. 
6.2. Axispnmetric Steady Motion 
It is well known that the uniqueness of such flows has never been established 
[14, 31, 321. Then, instead of a direct proof of the existence of a solution we 
shall find it as a limit of flows past a body which tends to a point. 
Let us consider the nonlinear steady problem of the flow past a body 
B, (i = 1,2,...) contained in a sphere whose radius tends to zero as i-+ co. 
There is a magnetic field of the form (5. I), the dipole being located at origin. 
Its intensity is independent on i (M2 is a constant). Let us look for 
solutions of the problem (6.1) and (6.2): 
R(v*V)v=-Vp+Av-M2 
4 co52 e + h2 e 
I6 vn 3 (6.1) 
v Im = 4; v b, = 0; v*v=o. (64 
The solution depends on i, and, if necessary, it will be denoted by vi . As 
in [14] or [32], let us introduce an auxiliary vector a = k1 + e but inde- 
pendent on i. We shall construct e by its stream function # defined by (6.3), 
where h(s) is a “cut off function” equal to zero for s > 2 and to unity for 
s < 1, 
+yyg; r2 = x2’ + x22; p2 = Xl2 + x22 + x22, 
-1 a$ 
e =La+ 
(6.3) 
e 21 = 7%; r rax,’ 
It is not hard to prove that, for 6 = 6(e) appropriately chosen, we have (as 
in [14] or [32]) the estimate (6.4) f or arbitrarily given l and smooth solenoidal 
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functions u null in the vicinity of origin. Then, as in [6], we prove the existence 
of weak solutions of (6.1) and (6.2) for all the bodies Bi belonging to the 
sphere of radius S(e), and we discard the preceding values of i. This is the 
reason why we have not made the usual assumptions on the smoothness of I’i 
(see 1321) 
(6.4) 
We shall define the space E(Q) (Q is the exterior domain of the body BJ 
just as in Section 5 (5.7) but with R3 replaced by Qi . For each i it is not 
difficult to prove (see [6, 14, 311) the following existence theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. There exist at least one generalized solution of (6.1) and 
(6.2), namely an element ud of E(Q) satisfying the integral identity 
R J, [(Ui . V) ui] . W dQ + 1 VU~ . VW ds2 
I 0, 
4 cos2 8 + sin2 8 
fMZ/ r6 Qi 
ui,,w,dQ+R p,[(ad*V)ui]*~dQ f 1 
+ R lo, [(ui * V) al . w do 
-- - R Qd[(a*V)a]*wdQ-l Va*Vwd.Q I Qi 
-MM2 
I 
4 c0s2 e + sin2 e a w do 
Qi 
@ nn 
for any test-function w (smooth solenoidal axisymmetric vector null in the 
vicinity of the origin and of infinity). 
We extend each ui by setting ui = 0 in Bi , ui E E (i = 1,2,...). Moreover, 
we know that a priori estimates for ui can be obtained by setting (formally) 
w =I ut in (6.5), the above, with (6.4), gives 
inf(l, M2) II ui II: Q l R II ui II; + C II U, IIE , (6.6) 
where C is a constant independent of i. Then, by choosing E < inf(1, M2)lR, 
we have the following. 
LEMMA 6.1. The solutions ui are bounded by a constant independent of i in 
the norm of E. 
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Then, if u* is any limit point (in the weak topology of E) of the set ui 
it is easy to pass to the limit in (65) for fixed w (see [14, Section 5.31) and to 
prove the following. 
THEOREM 6.2. The problem of the steady flow past a point magnet [(6. l), 
(6.2) with aBi replaced by the or&] has at least one generalized solution u E E 
which satisfies (6.5) with u( and Qi replaced by u and R3. Moreover, any limit 
point in the weak topology of E of ui ( i + co) is a solution of this problem. 
6.3. Two-Dimensional Unsteady Motion 
Let us consider again the problem of Section 2 in the case (b) (2.7) more 
explicitly, we write (1) as 
R~+R(v.V)V=-V~+~~-MMZ~, (6.7) 
and let ui be the unique solution of the problem in the domain Q, exterior 
to the body Bi contained in a circle which the radius tends to zero as i + co. 
If Q* is the plane Rs without the origin (open domain), we define A@*), 
B(SZ*), C(Q*) as A(Q), B(Q) and H(Q) in Section 2.1. If a function u 
belongs to H(Q*) n A(Q*), v = e(t) a + u satisfies in a generalized sense 
(Proposition 4.1): 
div v = 0, v Irn = t?(t) k,; v I+-0 = 0. (64 
Then, exactly as in Section 2, we prove that the problem of the flow past a 
point magnet has one and only one solution. By remarking that (as being 
kept constant) as i-+ cc the constants in (2.26)-(2.28) and (2.36)-(2.38) are 
independent of i, it is easy to prove, as in Section 6.2 that the flow past a 
point magnet is the limit of the flows past the bodies Bi . 
THEOREM 6.3. The problem of the unsteady two-dimensional j ow past a 
point magnet (2.5), (6.7), (6.8) has a unique solution u = v - O(t) a such that 
u ELW(O, T; H(Q*)), 
u EL~(O, T; A@*) n B(SZ*)), 
u’ EL=yO, T; H&2*)), 
(6.9) 
u’ EL~(O, T; A&Q*) n B(Q*)); 
u satis$es Definition 2.1 with D replaced by 9*. Moreover, when i-t 03, the 
solution ui of the flow past Bi (extended by zero in B,) tends to u in the weak 
(or weak-star) topologies of (6.9). 
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7. COMMENTS 
We have proved only some properties of two-dimensional and axisymmetric 
flows at high Hartmann numbers. In general three-dimensional flows, there 
is a nontrivial electric field (see [8, 12, 33]), and the existence of a limit flow 
is an open problem (unless for Stokes flows, see [6]). Moreover, as in hydro- 
dynamics, the uniqueness of three-dimensional flows has never been proved 
([14], [9] and specially [34]). F rom a physical point of view, the crucial 
problem for the applications of the results of this paper is the stability of 
two-dimensional or axisymmetric flows. Because of the preceeding remarks, 
this is an open problem; nevertheless, experimental results suggest that two- 
dimensional flow past a cylinder under the action of a cross magnetic field has 
tendency to become three-dimensional [35]. Nevertheless, the existence of a 
dead-water region surrounding a body bearing a magnet is a well known 
feature of the solar wind flow past the earth (see, for example [36, 371). This 
flow is compressible three-dimensional and its magnetic Reynolds number 
is not null. The flow of Sections 3 and 4 can then be considered as a very 
simple model of the flow around the magnetosphere, showing the fundamental 
fact that the fluid particles coming from infinity do not hit the body. 
We think that a priori estimates of the type (2.26)-(2.28) and (3.25) should 
be useful to study the existence and location of boundary layers of the type 
described in [19] just as in Sections 3.2 and 5. Moreover, we think that the 
fundamental qualitative features of the flows studied in this paper should 
hold for more general magnetic fields, such as the flow past a body of dif- 
ferent magnetic permeability than the fluid, with a point magnet in its 
interior, if the topological properties of Section 3.1 and the ordering of 
Section 4.2 hold. 
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